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                            EE26 Digital Logic Systems

                               Spring Semester 2013

                                                          Notes 9 (2/25/13)


Project #3 Designing a Traffic Control using FPGA

                  (Implementation due the week of Mar. 4
                           Report due a week after your lab session.)

SUMMARY

            The goal of this lab is to become familiar with design of Finite State Machine, implementation using FPGA and the demo-board from Altera. The Finite State Machine (Traffic controller) is described in the next section.


INTRODUCTION

            You are to design a traffic controller for an intersection of a busy high way and a country road using Altera. The design will be implemented with the Altera FPGA chip.
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        A busy highway is intersected by a little-used farm road, detectors are installed that cause the signal C to go high in the presence of a car or cars on the farm road at the positions labeled S. We wish to control traffic lights at the intersection, so that in the absence of any car waiting to cross or turn left on the highway from the farm road, the highway lights will remain green. If any car is detected at either position S, we wish the highway light to cycle through yellow (10 seconds) to red and the farm road lights then to turn green for 20 seconds. The farm road lights then are to cycle through yellow (10 seconds) to red and the highway lights then turn to green for 20 seconds before they can be interrupted again.

        The value of sensor C should be the input of the demo-board. Use your imagination to display the outputs, i.e. the traffic lights.


ASSIGNMENT

      1. Design the traffic controller before come to the lab.

      2. Implement the circuit using Altera software, simulate your circuit 
         and download your design to the demo board.

      3. Write a report individually which includes your code, a schematic, 
         one example (timing diagram) of an input to output transition and
         conditions that must be tested to show that your circuit operates as
         it should. Your lab write-up should also contain a state diagram, 
         a machine excitation table, complete schematic, and simulation 
         showing each state change. In addition, describe the design 
         decisions such as how the clock period was chosen, why timers were 
         designed the way they were, and why you have the number of states 
         you do.

